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 classic
The Clever

Manufactured in Italy, the classic family of Ravelli stoves includes pellet stoves of different design and 
power, suitable for different furniture requirements. It also offers minimalism and simplicity with style that 
gives personality and fine taste to home décor.

The thermo-chemical and product specifications of pellet far exceed those of wood chips and logs in term of 
both quality and uniformity. These include: higher energy content (5.0 kW/Kg compared to 4.4 kW/Kg in 
wood), lower water content (8 % humidity compared to 50 % in wood), and a more even, regular size.  These 
qualities make wood pellets easier to handle and transport, allowing much longer storage periods, with the 
result that pellets can be commercially distributed over a much wider radius at a more economical price.

The wood pellets



Exclusive to Ravelli, RDS, or Ravelli Dynamic System, is an innovative system for automatically regulating 
combustion parameters and ensuring maximum efficiency and safety from our stoves.  Normal variations in 
pellet quality, flue draft, altitude, combustion air temperature make it impossible for conventional stoves to 
achieve optimal efficiencies.  Ravelli's exclusive RDS system automatically varies these parameters to maintain 
optimal combustion and maximum efficiency.

Every Ravelli product has a combustion chamber lined with FIREX 600, an ultra-resistant material based on vermiculite.  
FIREX 600 captures the energy generated by the flame, stores it then gradually releases it, improving combustion quality 
and keeping the firebox free from combustion residues via a process of pyrolysis.  FIBREX 600 combustion chamber 
lining give pellet stoves the same heating effect normally associated with natural wood burners. 

our rules
RDS; fire that follows 

FIREX 600; The Pleasure Of Long Lasting Heat



Specifications table
Characteristics

RDS :

FIREX :

GPRS KIT :

CLEAR :

INOX :

SENSE :

ECO START :

TIMER :

REMOTE 
CONTROL :

MAJOLICA :

ASH :

Ravelli's exclusive system which automatically controls combustion parameters to ensure 
maximum efficiency and safety from your stove.

Every Ravelli product has a combustion chamber lined with the exclusive FIREX 600, 
a vermiculite based extra resistant material.

Offered as an option, the GPRS modem allows you to turn on or turn off and control the 
stove no matter where you are by merely sending a short message from our personal 
handy phone.

A supplementary air duct located over the door creates an air cushion between the flame 
and the ceramic glass to keep the door glass clean for many hours of burning.

A stainless steel heat exchanger means increased fire resistance and reduced wear.

The integrated ambient humidifier helps improve air quality in dry homes.  
Natural oils and perfumes can also be added to create a pleasant and relaxing 
environment.

With the quick and safe Eco-Start ignition system, the time for which the igniter has 
to operate is reduced thus dramatically extending its life.

The timer-thermostat lets you program two ignition times and two shutdown times 
so that you can make optimal daily or weekly use of the stove.

A practical and convenient remote control allows you to adjust temperature and heat                                                                                                                                                                                                              
output as required.

The attractively shaped stove body is in colourful majolica for a high prestige finish 
and excellent heat diffusion.

A practical and easily accessible ash pan all burned out combustion residues.



Every Ravelli stove has undergone practical testing by a team of professional testers and is certified 
according to the strictest standards in force in order to guarantee maximum reliability and 100% safety at all 
times…something that really shines through!

100 % Tested

TESTED



Technical Data

RetailerTo find the nearest dealer, please contact 
the Powrmatic branch of your area.

Montréal
9500, boul. Ray-Lawson
Anjou, Qc, H1J 1L1
Tél.: 514.493.6400
Téléc.: 514.493.8722
montreal@powrmatic.ca

Québec
385, Fortin
Ville-Vanier, Qc, G1M 1B2
Tél.: 418.683.2708
Téléc.: 418.683.8860
quebec@powrmatic.ca

Ottawa
162, Elm Street
Ottawa, On, K1R 6N5
Tél.: 613.230.7160
Téléc.: 613.230.0685
ottawa@powrmatic.ca

Toronto
111; Staffern Drive
Concord, On, L4K 2R2
Tél.: 905.660.0033
Téléc.: 905.660.8881
toronto@powrmatic.ca

London
1064, Hargrieve Road
London, On, N6E 1P5
Tél.: 519.675.1491
Téléc.: 519.675.4725
london@powrmatic.ca

Dartmouth
100, Wright Ave.
Dartmouth, NS, B3B 1L2
Tél.: 902.454.8684
Téléc.: 902:453.5875
halifax@powrmatic.ca
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Btu/h OUTPUT

PELLET CONSUMPTION

EFFICIENCY

HOPPER CAPACITY

BURN TIME

DIMENSIONS IN.

MONICA 
8 500 to 35 000

1,1 to 3,97 lbs/h

85 %+

33 lbs

8,3 to 30 hours

20,5 x 38 x 18

Btu/h OUTPUT

PELLET CONSUMPTION

EFFICIENCY

HOPPER CAPACITY

BURN TIME

DIMENSIONS IN.

FRANCESCA 
8 500 to 31 000

1,1 to 3,53 lbs/h

85 %+

33 lbs

9,3 to 30 hours

17,5 x 37,5 x 18,1

- 5 year warranty on body
- 2 year warranty on parts
- 1 year warranty on igniter

Warranty

http://www.ravelligroup.it
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